CS 30700: Sprint Planning Document Grading Rubric

1  Sprint Overview (1.0 point)
   (a) Discuss the overview of this sprint.
   (b) Clearly state who the SCRUM master (team leader) is and briefly mention your scrum meeting schedules.
   (c) Include risks or challenges for this sprint, if you have any.

2  Current Sprint Detail (5.0 points)
   (a) List all user stories to be implemented in this sprint.
   (b) Add multiple well-defined, self-contained tasks for each user story that you listed.
   (c) Add a description for each task, and clearly state which team member is assigned to the task and its workload estimation (in work hours - make sure to distribute the total workload evenly among team members!). Task description should be clear.
   (d) Add one or more detailed acceptance criteria which defines the set of conditions or statements in order for a user story to be accepted. Using “Given (some precondition) When (I do some action) Then (I expect some result).” format is strongly recommended. Typical number of successful, good acceptance criteria is three or more.

3  Backlog (0.3 points)
   (a) Include all the other user stories from your Product Backlog document.
   (b) (Optional, will not be graded) List tasks for each user story.

4  Overall Organization (0.7 points)
   (a) Styling, clarity, right information in the right section, etc.
   (b) Please make sure to include your project name, team number and the names of all your team members.

Total: 7 points (7% of your project grade)